A pseudoknot formed by a long-range interaction in the mRNA of the initiation factor 3 (IF3) operon is involved in the translational repression of the gene encoding ribosomal protein L35 by another ribosomal protein, L20. The nucleotides forming the 5 strand of the key stem of the pseudoknot are located within the gene for IF3, whereas those forming the 3 strand are located 280 nt downstream, immediately upstream of the Shine-Dalgarno sequence of the gene for L35. Here we show that premature termination of IF3 translation at a nonsense codon introduced upstream of the pseudoknot results in a substantial enhancement of L20-mediated repression of L35 expression. Conversely, an increase of IF3 translation decreases repression. These results, in addition to an analysis of the effect of mutations in sequences forming the pseudoknot, indicate that IF3 translation decreases L20-mediated repression of L35 expression. We propose that ribosomes translating IF3 disrupt the pseudoknot and thereby attenuate repression. The result is a novel type of translational coupling, where unfolding of the pseudoknot by ribosomes translating IF3 does not increase expression of L35 directly, but alleviates its repression by L20.
In phages and bacteria, genes corresponding to related functions are often grouped in large transcription units, known as operons. Coregulation of the individual genes within these operons often occurs at the level of initiation or termination of transcription. However, control of gene expression can also occur at the level of translation and the regulatory event is, in general, targeted to the first gene of the operon and propagated to the downstream gene by translational coupling. Translational coupling is where an event-altering translation of one gene also affects translation of the downstream gene without affecting its transcription. Translational coupling usually depends on the unfolding of an inhibitory secondary structure in the mRNA, which sequesters the ribosome binding site (RBS) of the distal gene. In general, ribosomes translating the upstream cistron unfold the inhibitory secondary structure, thus making the sequestered RBS accessible to incoming ribosomes (refs. 1-3 and references therein). In the case of the coupled expression of the RNA phage MS2 coat protein and lysis genes, the mechanism is slightly different; ribosomes that have terminated translation of the upstream coat protein gene first disrupt the secondary structure that sequesters the RBS of the lysis gene and then initiate translation of that gene (4) . Finally, a more sophisticated mechanism involves stalling of the ribosome at a specific position of an upstream leader peptide sequence and the consequent alteration of an adjacent mRNA secondary structure resulting in the exposure of the RBS of the downstream gene. This mechanism, known as ''translation attenuation,'' governs the regulation of antibiotics-inducible genes in Gram-positive bacteria (5-7). Translational coupling can also rely on a mechanism that does not involve the disruption of an inhibitory secondary structure. In the case of coupling between genes V and VII of the singlestranded DNA phage f1, it has been proposed that gene V ''hands over'' ribosomes to the inherently defective RBS of the downstream gene VII (8) .
This study describes a novel form of translational coupling that occurs in the initiation factor 3 (IF3) operon. This operon, also referred to as the infC-rpmI-rplT operon (9) or the IF3-L35-L20 operon (10) , contains the infC, rpmI, and rplT genes encoding translation IF3 and the two ribosomal proteins, L35 and L20. The operon can also be extended to the upstream gene, thrS, encoding threonyl-tRNA synthetase. This set of genes is transcribed from four promoters ( Fig. 1 and refs. 9 and 11). The first (p thrS ) is located immediately upstream of thrS. The second (p 0 ) and third (p 0Ј ) promoters are located within thrS, and the fourth (p 1 ) within infC. The major promoters are p thrS and p 0Ј . The operon also contains two leaky transcriptional terminators, t 1 , located at the end of infC, and t 2 , located at the end of the operon. Expression of the IF3 operon is regulated by two different control loops acting at the translational level. First, IF3 represses the expression of its own gene (12) . Second, L20 directly represses the expression of rpmI, and indirectly that of its own gene, rplT, via translational coupling with rpmI (3). We have previously shown that a pseudoknot, formed by a long-range RNA-RNA base pairing interaction, strongly enhances L20-mediated repression of rpmI expression (10) . The nucleotides forming the 5Ј strand of the key stem of the pseudoknot are located within infC, whereas those forming the 3Ј strand are located about 280 nt downstream, just upstream of the Shine-Dalgarno (SD) sequence of rpmI (Fig. 2) . However, we have also shown that point mutations in the key stem do not fully abolish repression (10) , suggesting that L20 might bind to other sites in the translational operator as well. In this work, we investigate the effect of infC translation on L20-mediated repression of rpmI expression.
Throughout this study, pBR322 (15) was used as a control plasmid and pBL6, a derivative of pBR322 carrying rplT, as an L20-overproducing plasmid (3). General bacteriological techniques were as described (16) . General cloning techniques were as in refs. 17 and 18.
Mutagenesis. All mutations used in this study have been described (10, 19) . Mutation MUTp 1 , a p 1 promoter-down mutation (changes the Ϫ10 box from TATAAT to AATCAT), was introduced into M13mp18MQ21⌬NB and M13-mp18MIR⌬NB (3) by site-directed mutagenesis using an oligonucleotide as described (20) to give M13mp18-MQ21(MUTp 1 )⌬NB and M13mp18MIR(MUTp 1 )⌬NB, respectively. Mutation MUTp 0Ј , a p 0Ј promoter-down mutation (changes the Ϫ35 box from TTGAGA to TTAAGA), was isolated after a screen for decreased expression of infC (M. Graffe, unpublished work). All mutations were sequenced using the dideoxy chain termination method (21) .
Bacteriophage Constructions, Lysogenization, ␤-Galactosidase (␤-Gal) Measurements. Recombinant bacteriophages MQ21⌬NB and MIR⌬NB, which contain p 1 -ЈinfC-rpmIЈ-ЈlacZ and p 0Ј -ЈthrS-infC-rpmIЈ-ЈlacZ translational fusions, respectively, have been described (3) . A prime on one side of a gene means that it is truncated on this side. Hereafter, the two fusions and their corresponding derivatives will be referred to as the short and the long fusion, respectively. In both fusions, lacZ was fused in phase with the first 157 nt of rpmI. Derivatives from these fusions were constructed by first transferring all the mutations into M13mp18MQ21⌬NB and M13mp18MIR⌬NB (3) or their derivatives with the appropriate restriction enzymes and subsequent cloning into as described (3, 10) . Lysogenization, monolysogen screenings, growth conditions of plasmid-carrying monolysogens, and ␤-gal measurements were as described (3, 13, 22) .
RESULTS
Translation of infC Decreases L20-Mediated Repression of rpmI Expression. Regulation of rpmI expression by L20 was studied using rpmIЈ-ЈlacZ translational fusions cloned in bacteriophage and integrated into the E. coli chromosome at att. Throughout this study, we used two types of rpmIЈ-ЈlacZ fusions, which differ in the size of the region located upstream of rpmI. In the shorter of the two fusions, transcription starts at the minor p 1 promoter within infC coding sequences, whereas transcription of the longer fusion starts mainly at the p 0Ј promoter, upstream of infC (Fig. 1) . Consequently, infC is translated in the long fusion, whereas in the short fusion, it is not. Both fusions contain all of the sequences required for regulation of rpmI expression (9) . The short fusion synthesized 110 Miller units of ␤-gal in the presence of pBR322, as a control plasmid, and 1.8 units in the presence of pBL6, a pBR322 derivative that carries rplT expressed from the lac promoter and that overproduces L20. The corresponding ␤-gal activities with the long fusion were 1800 units and 160 units. The effect of L20 on the fusions is given as ''repression factor,'' which is the ratio of the ␤-gal activity in the presence of pBR322 to that in the presence of pBL6. Thus, L20-mediated repression of rpmI expression was 62-fold with the short fusion, but only 11-fold with the long fusion. The effect of L20 on rpmI expression was measured with pulse-labeling experiments followed by SDS͞PAGE. Steady-state measurements of ␤-gal activity and immediate effects of L20 induction on the synthesis of the L35-␤-gal hybrid protein gave equivalent results (unpublished work). Only the results of the steady-state measurements will be given below.
Premature Termination of infC Translation Increases the Level of L20-Mediated Repression of rpmI Expression. The difference in L20-mediated repression between the short and long fusion could be explained if ribosomes translating infC were to unfold the pseudoknot and͞or eject L20 from its binding site. If this is true, one would predict that by preventing ribosomes from traversing the region of infC, which constitutes part of the translational operator, one should be able to restore control to the levels seen in the short fusion. Premature termination of infC translation upstream of the sequences forming stem S1 of the pseudoknot was achieved by introducing an amber codon at positions infC244 or infC280 in the long fusion (mutations infCUAG244 and infCUAG280, respectively, see Figs. 1 and 2). The effect of these amber codons was studied in both the presence (Su ϩ ) and absence (Su Ϫ ) of the supP amber suppressor mutation. Neither of the amber codons showed significant polar effects, since ␤-gal activities of the respective lysogens were 1739 and 1664 units vs. 2445 for the wild-type (wt) lysogen in the Su Ϫ strain. However, premature termination of infC translation in the Su Ϫ strain increased control about 4-fold; repression factors were 36.0 and 34.0 for mutations infCUAG244 and infCUAG280, respectively, compared with 9.2 for the wild type (Fig. 3) . In contrast, when infC translation was restored in the Su ϩ strain, repression factors were slightly but reproducibly higher than that obtained with the wild type (6.8 and 7.4, respectively, compared with 5.7 for the wt) (Fig. 3 ). This slight difference is most probably explained by the fact that suppression, although very efficient (see below), is not 100% efficient. Premature termination and restoration of infC translation in the Su Ϫ and Su ϩ strains were verified by immunoblotting experiments using anti-IF3 antibodies (data not shown). These experiments showed that the intensity of the truncated form of IF3 generated by either infCUAG244 or infCUAG280 mutations, increased 8-to 9-fold when the host was changed from supP to wild type, indicating that suppression was very efficient. This experiment confirms a prediction of our hypothesis, that decreased translation of infC increases L20-mediated repression of rpmI expression.
Increased Translation of infC Decreases the Level of L20-Mediated Repression of rpmI Expression. To take this analysis one step further, we investigated the effect of increased translation of infC on rpmI control by mutating the start codon of infC on the long fusion. Changing the AUU start codon to the more efficient AUG codon was previously shown to increase the expression of infC 10-fold (19, 23) . To avoid the deleterious effect of IF3 overproduction on the cells we combined the AUG mutant codon with the MUTp 0Ј mutation, which de-FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the translational fusions. The region of the Escherichia coli chromosome region containing the thrS, infC, rpmI, and rplT genes is schematized at the top of the figure. The pthrS, p0, p0Ј, and p1 promoters are indicated by bent arrows and the transcriptional terminators, t1 and t2, by hairpins. The structures of the short and long rpmIЈ-ЈlacZ fusions are shown underneath. A prime on one side of a gene means that it is truncated on this side. iris is an acronym for infC-rpmI intergenic spacer. sequences are also indicated. Amber mutations infCUAG244 and infCUAG280 are shown. Locations of the two strands forming stem S2 of the pseudoknot (see Fig. 2 ) are indicated by 5Ј and 3Ј enclosed in circles.
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Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 94 (1997) creases expression from the p 0Ј promoter by about 4-fold (data not shown). Because of this decrease in the strength of the p 0Ј promoter, expression from the p 1 promoter is no longer negligible as in the wt. To keep p 1 promoter much weaker than p 0Ј , we also lowered the activity of the former promoter with the MUTp 1 mutation. This mutation decreases the expression from the p 1 promoter by about 8-fold (data not shown). Replacing the AUU start codon with AUG decreased the repression factor from 11.2 to 7.0 (first two columns, Fig. 4) , consistent with the hypothesis that translation of infC modulates L20-mediated control. We believe that translating ribosomes transiently unfold the pseudoknot and͞or eject L20, which, in turn, causes a decrease in control and an increase in rpmI expression. Although the expression of infC is increased 10-fold, control is not completely abolished, suggesting that the pseudoknot can re-form and permit L20 binding between two translating ribosomes. Below we will present evidence that the pseudoknot can re-form when infC is highly translated.
Mutations That Destabilize the Pseudoknot Reduce the Effect of infC Translation on L20-Mediated Repression of rpmI Expression.
We had previously shown that point mutations that destabilize either stem S1 or stem S2 of the pseudoknot decrease control of the short fusion (10) . If the effect of infC translation on control is caused by temporary disruption of the pseudoknot, one would predict that mutations destabilizing stems S1 or S2 would reduce this effect. Therefore, we assessed the effect of various cis-acting mutations in the long fusion in the presence or absence of the amber mutation infCUAG244 in a Su Ϫ background. Because we expected that in the long fusion containing the amber codon mutations in the pseudoknot would have a similar effect to the same mutations in the short fusion, we included the latter fusion in our study (Fig. 5) . When translation of infC proceeded through the wild-type pseudoknot in the long fusion, the repression factor was reduced about 6-to 7-fold compared with that measured with both the short fusion and the long fusion, where infC translation is interrupted upstream of the pseudoknot (Fig. 5, three first columns) . On the other hand, when the pseudoknot was destabilized or disrupted by mutations 3, 4, 11, and 12 (see Fig. 2 ), reduction of control is at most 2-fold compared with that measured with the long fusion, where infC translation is interrupted (Fig. 5) . As expected, when mutations 4 and 11 (see Fig. 2 ) were combined to restore base pairing in stem S2, the effect of infC translation on control was reestablished (Fig. 5, last three columns) . Therefore, our results indicate that the effect of infC translation on control relies on the presence of the pseudoknot.
The Regulatory Pseudoknot also Forms in the Native Long Fusion. In a previous work (10), we have shown that mutations that strongly affect the control on the short fusion were found exclusively in stems S1 or S2 (see Fig. 2 ) of the pseudoknot. Mutations located upstream (Fig. 6 , mutations 1 and 2) or downstream (Fig. 6, mutation 13) of the pseudoknot and those that fall between stems S1 and S2 (Fig. 6, mutations 8-10 ) had no or little effect on control. The effect of this same set of mutations and that of mutations located in the pseudoknot (Fig. 6, mutations 3-7, 11 , and 12 in stems S1 and S2) on control were analyzed using the long fusion. The results show that mutations 3-6, 11, and 12 in stems S1 and S2 of the pseudoknot, which decrease control on the short fusion, also affect control on the long fusion, albeit to a lesser extent (Fig.  6 ). In addition, mutations that had no effect on control with the short fusion are also without effect on the long fusion. These results suggest that repression of rpmI expression by L20 occurs similarly in the long and the short fusion. The fact that mutations affecting control on the long fusion are all located in the pseudoknot indicates that this structure plays a role in control of the long fusion as well. Since infC is translated on the long fusion, this result raises the question of whether the pseudoknot is able to re-form between translating ribosomes. This question was addressed by analyzing the effect of mutations 4 and 11, which disrupt the same G-C base pair in stem S2 of the pseudoknot (see Fig. 2 ). Both mutations decreased control of the long fusion; repression factors were 3.1 and 7.7 for mutations 4 and 11, respectively, compared with 11.4 for the wild type (Fig. 6 ). Because mutations 4 and 11 in combination restore base pairing in stem S2 of the pseudoknot and totally reestablish control (repression factor 11.2; Fig. 6 ), we conclude that the pseudoknot also forms on the native long fusion. Apparently, the long-range interaction (stem S2) can still form, although infC is translated. This means that with an AUU initiation codon, the frequency of initiation, i.e., the distance between two translating ribosomes, is sufficient for the pseudoknot to regularly re-form on the translated mRNA. This even seems to be true when the translation initiation frequency is increased by a change of the infC start codon from AUU to AUG. Our results indicate that with an AUG start codon, combination of mutation 4 with mutation 11 substantially increases control, since the repression factor raises from 3.3 and 5.9 for mutations 4 and 11 separately to 8.4 for the combination (Fig. 4) . Therefore, we conclude that the pseudoknot is able to re-form between two translating ribosomes even when the frequency of infC translation initiation is increased 10-fold with respect to the normal frequency. The repression ratio with mutant 4 is the same with both AUU and AUG initiation codons (Fig. 4) , as if residual repression with the mutant is independent of infC translation. This might be explained by some residual effect of L20 on rpmI expression that is pseudoknot independent (see Introduction) and thus not suspected to be sensitive to infC translation.
DISCUSSION
The Long-Range Pseudoknot as a Coupling Device. In the IF3 operon, expression mainly comes from promoters upstream of infC, p 0Ј in particular. However, the two last cistrons of the operon are also expressed from the minor p 1 promoter, which is internal to infC. The rpmIЈ-ЈlacZ long fusion, starting at p 0Ј , carries the translation initiation signals of infC, whereas the short fusion, starting at p 1 , does not. In this work, we investigate the effect of infC translation on the regulation of rpmI expression. We first show that L20-mediated repression of rpmI expression is much less efficient in the long fusion, where infC is translated, than in the short, where no translation occurs. That the lower efficiency of repression on the long fusion is due to translation of infC is clear since: (i) the efficiency of repression is increased by premature termination of infC translation upstream of the pseudoknot; (ii) the efficiency of repression is decreased when infC translation is increased using a more efficient start codon. The simplest explanation is that ribosomes translating IF3 disrupt the pseudoknot, which relies on sequences internal to infC. This Genetics: Chiaruttini et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 94 (1997) disruption most probably perturbs the folding of the whole translational operator, thus decreasing L20 binding and rpmI repression. We know from this and previous work (10) that mutations that destabilize the pseudoknot strongly decrease rpmI repression on the short fusion. In the presence of such mutations, we expected translation of infC to have a weaker effect on control, because the pseudoknot has been already destabilized or even disrupted. Here we show this to be true. Furthermore, the effect of infC translation was restored when base pairing was reestablished in stem S2 of the pseudoknot. These results indicate that translation of infC modulates L20-mediated repression of rpmI expression. Thus, expression of infC and rpmI, and consequently that of rplT (see Introduction) , are coupled at the translational level. The melting of an RNA secondary structure by translating ribosomes is common to most translational coupling systems (see Introduction). However, the coupling mechanism described here is different in the sense that translating ribosomes, instead of unfolding an inhibitory structure that masks the RBS of rpmI, unfold a pseudoknot that enhances the repression of the expression of that gene.
As outlined previously, IF3 negatively autoregulates infC expression (12) . Therefore, should the cellular concentration of IF3 increase, translation of infC will decrease and consequently, L20-mediated repression of rpmI expression will increase because of the coupling mechanism described in this work. In other words, the coupling between infC and rpmI provides a connection between the two separate regulatory loops of the IF3 operon (see Introduction).
Pseudoknot-Dependent Regulation of rpmI Expression and RNA Folding. During folding of an RNA molecule, formation of secondary structure motifs likely precedes that of tertiary interactions (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) . It is known that formation of a simple secondary structure like a hairpin helix is very rapid, occurring in less than 1 msec in vitro (24) . In contrast, formation of a short-range RNA-RNA tertiary interaction like a local pseudoknot has been shown to take tenths of a second (30) . Recent experiments have demonstrated that a long-range tertiary structure like the pseudoknot, which constitutes the P3-P7 domain of the Tetrahymena ribozyme, takes tens of seconds to minutes to form in vitro (29, 31) . Although the two regions forming stem S2 of the pseudoknot involved in rpmI control are separated even more (Ϸ280 nt) than those forming the key stem of the P3-P7 domain (Ϸ170 nt), it is unlikely that stem S2 takes tens of seconds to form in vivo for several reasons. The first is based on the reasonable assumption that rpmI mRNA, a message encoding a ribosomal protein, is a well-translated mRNA. Logically, translation of rpmI should initiate at a frequency of at least once every 3 sec corresponding to that of lacZ (32), a well-translated gene. If the time between two initiation events is 3 sec or less, a folding time of the order of tens of seconds for stem S2 would be too slow to permit regulation of rpmI translation. The folding time is therefore either shorter or on the same time scale than the time between two initiation events at the RBS of rpmI, i.e., in the second range. The second reason to believe that the folding time of stem S2 is faster than tens of seconds in vivo is directly based on our experimental data. When we mutated the inefficient AUU start codon of infC into an AUG codon, we provided the translation initiation region of infC with features typical of well-translated genes like lacZ (an efficient SD sequence and an AUG start codon). Our data indicate that, even when infC starts with an AUG codon, compensatory mutations that restore base pairing in stem S2 of the pseudoknot increase control when compared with single mutations. This result means that refolding can occur between translating ribosomes, which are only a few seconds apart. Therefore, in our case, the folding time of a long-range pseudoknot is faster than expected if we consider the in vitro studies performed on the Tetrahymena ribozyme. This result is in agreement with the fact that in vivo folding of the Tetrahymena ribozyme is known to occur 20-to 50-fold more rapidly in vivo than in vitro (33) . This acceleration is apparently not due to species-specific proteins (34), but rather to some general factors such as the so-called RNA chaperones that may be involved in the folding of a wide range of RNAs (35) .
Although tools are at hand to measure folding times in vitro (29) , they are often missing in vivo. We believe that the pseudoknot-dependent coupling mechanism described here could be an adequate system for in vivo measurements of folding times. The fact that compensatory mutations exist that simultaneously restore base pairing in stem S2 of the pseudoknot and reestablish control of both fusions is a good indication that the pseudoknot really forms in vivo. Because 
